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With a rising fear of internationalism within Europe what do the association of political 
parties and football ultras say about a changing direction of the ‘beautiful game’. 

Does a political climate effect areas of sports culture? How may this then transfer itself into 
the mix and blend between the ideology of football and an association with political 
ideology, and possible perceived notions of a National identity? Slavoj Žižek, Against The 
Double Blackmail, Refugees Terror and Other Troubles with the Neighbours

There is an increasing rise of eurosceptics and organisations verging on national socialist 
parties spreading through Europe, represented by UKIP in the UK, FN in France, Golden 
Dawn in Greece, Attack in Bulgaria. This begs the question is the pride felt in one’s local 
teams, intertwined  with the pride that one may feel with nationalism?

The use of the banner as rallying cry to get behind the team has been used throughout the 
ages from the Roman standard to the Miners of the 1980s. The mix of political ideology 
and football factions and supporters associations runs deep in many football clubs and has 
seemingly become increasingly politicised in the rise of the Ultras scene. Many clubs 
around Europe can be seen emulating an eastern European and Russian style of football 
fandom and hooliganism. That, in turn, stems from a very British homegrown tradition of 
the football hooligan, and the British Casual scene, who also weave together lines of 
fashion and fandom.  

There is an apparent endorsement in recent years by the Russian government of the 
activities of full blown thugs and hooliganism as experienced at the 2016 european finals 
in France, particularly Marseille. The thugs portray an image of the ultra male; this in a 
time where parts of the world are becoming far more open to an individual’s choice of 
gender identity. Is the rise of ultra violence in the male game within sections of the fans a 
response to this liberalisation of the West that has been moving for some time?

“take away the text of New Deal, Soviet, and Nazi propaganda posters and other artwork, 
and its almost impossible to tell whether the bulging-biceps are the New Soviet Man, The 
New Nazi Man, or the New Deal Man.”  Jonah Goldberg, Liberal Fascism 

A more evident fear of internationalism exacerbated by the mass migration and movement 
of people, including refugees, looking for areas of the world they hope they may find 
opportunity and safety, further fuels this notion of nationalism. It should be remembered 
that this fear of internationalism is nothing new; from political parties and factions emerging 
after the Bolshevik revolutions in early 1900s in Russia to Jews fleeing central Europe in 
the 1940's.

How much national pride is acceptable in life, politics and sport before it becomes 
destructive?


